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living room
The living area consist of 3 different areas: the living room, bar and dining room 
with a warm atmosphere created by a central feature fire place opening onto the 
all 3 different areas. It has also an incredible panoramic view of the valley, the 
Portteta breche and the Bellecôte glacier. Lovers of music will also appreciate its 
Piano Pleyel design: Hilton McConnico.

Bedrooms
The Chalet has 8 comfortable bedrooms all on suite, including 2 Master bedrooms 
and a Family room (made up of a double bedded room connected with a Children 
room with bunk beds). All the bedrooms have flat screens televisions and wifi 
access.

Facilities
The chalet has its own ski room with direct access to the Bellecôte piste & we offer 
you the opportunity to rent a limited edition of Art Chalet design skis. It also has a 
special play room for children (including PS3, Xbox360, Wii) and a wide selection 
of games.

The chalet has its own private night club with a special DJ corner and has 4 flatscreen 
TVs to light up the dance floor. On the same floor there are 2 other rooms: a game 
room with a pool table and a cinema. Next to the bar, there is a wine cellar, offering 
a large selection of wine.

Luxury Spa
As you would expect to find in a 5* Hotel: steam room, sauna, jacuzzi, relaxation room, 
fitness room and a massage room, are all located around a sumptuous swimming pool. 
The 11,5m swimming pool features an incredible water fall and is served by 4 flatscreen 
TVs.

The Art Chalet is situated in the Bellecôte Hamlet. An ideal location 
next to the ski runs and the village center. This outstanding chalet 
covers 2212 m² over 7 floors.
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Services
The chalet provides with services such as:

• A private chef,

• A masseuse who proposes a large amount of health cares,

• A driver with the chalet’s own vehicule,

• A Butler,

• Waiters day and night,

• Housekeepers and a laundry room

• Security
A comprehensive fully fitted fire & security system is provided throughout all common and private 
areas of the property and is linked to a remote monitoring station
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A chalet manager
A general Assistant
A private chef and his secondA masseuse who propose.....A driver with.....A butlerWaiters day and nightHouskeepers and a luandry serviceSecurity....
A full hotel service
Possibility of all teh services on request (helicopter transfer, skir instructors...)
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Logo centré
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Note
Supprimer le descriptif et toutes les paginations.
Changer le texte du descriptif par uen localisation Courchevel et details sur Courchevel



LIVING ROOM
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RECEPTION à la place de Living room

jeromelagoutte
Note
Insérer un texte : Wonderfull living area with a nice reception room with a surrounding view. Central fireplace and cosy ambiance.
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Note
Peut on enlever ce grand espace ?
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Note
Dining room, bar, kitchen and piano PLeyel design : Hilton Mc Connico
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SUITES
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Note
Inserer un texte : The chalet hes 8 confortable bedrooms all on-suite, including 3 master suites and a kids bedroom.
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Note
Toutes les photes en mosaique carré ou rectange (pas de diagonales)
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Note
Inserer un text : All the bedrooms have flat screens Television, safes and WIFI system.
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Swimming pool
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Note
Canger swimming pool par : LUXURY SPA
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Note
Texte a inserer : le meme que tu avais réalisé 
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Note
Photos en rectangle ou mosaique :
La grande en haut en rectange et le bar et jacuzzi en plus petit dessous
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Note
Photos en rectangle ou carre sans diagonales
Photo salle de massage avec une masseuse
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Note
Inserer text de facilities (idem que tu avais fait
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Photos en rectangle ou carré (pas de diagonales)
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